Raktmokshan with the help of Jalauka (Leech) treatment by Dr. Gawad (MO) RH Mohol, Dist: - Solapur
Magic results to Psoriasis Patient treated by Dr. Gawad (MD), M.O.RH Mohal, Dist: Solapur

Before Treatment

After Treatment
Unbelievable results to vitiligo patient, treatment by
Dr. Gawad (MO) RH Mohol, Dis:- Solapur

Before Treatment                                After Treatment of 2 months
Yoga Training class for Officer’s staff, conducted by AYUSH Cell
Dist:- Solapur

Dr.Velhal (Yoga Teacher) is facilitated by Dr.Waghmare (DHO) and Dr. Sarvade (DAO), Solapur